Preparing for GCSE’s

The key to GCSE
Success!
Hints for
UBHS Parents.
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Preparing for GCSE’s
Advice for parents and carers
Revision is somewhat of an art form that some GCSE students naturally pick up and
use successfully. For those that do not, the act of revising for GCSE exams can be
an ordeal that puts them at a disadvantage. Revising for an exam is vital to ensure
that your son is fully prepared for the knowledge that is being tested. Parents and
carers can help in many ways to ensure that their son is making full use of the time
available before his exams to prepare and succeed.
Parental support is 8 times more important in determining your son’s academic
success than social class. The Campaign for Learning found that parental
involvement in a child’s education can mean the difference between passing and
failing your GCSEs.
The good news is that you don’t need to be an expert in any of the subjects your son
studies to make a real difference. You also don’t need to give up your life and other
responsibilities – you just need to know how best to spend the time you do have.

One of the hardest demands on your son is that of understanding the long-term
importance of doing the best they can, and learning to shelve short-term fun at times
in the interest of long-term benefits (not easy even for adults).
Children will also differ in their levels of maturity, their ability to take responsibility for
their learning, organisational skills and levels of motivation.
This is where parents come in. Your support, encouragement and interest can
make a spectacular difference to your son’s motivation and ability to cope with the
academic and organisational demands of the exam period.
Revision
How do I do it?
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Exam timetable
GCSE exams take place this year from Monday 11th May until Wednesday 24th
June 2017.
Taking a little time off over the mid and end term holidays is a good idea but your
son will need to do quite a bit of revision from now on. Please make sure they have
plenty of time for it and that you have not planned any holidays during term time.
Students who do their best in the GCSE exams work hard all through Years 10 and
11 rather than relying on last-minute revision.
Planning for Revision











 Get your son to check that they have all the notes and books they need for
revision.
 Ask your son to talk to their teacher if they are missing any.
 Check that they have a revision timetable which includes the dates and times
of the examinations. Also include any other important dates (such as
birthdays) when you would want them to take some time off from revision.
 The timetable should be used to plan revision sessions. These should be
spread out evenly so that your son is not planning to do too much all at once.
 Having the timetable displayed in their room is a good idea as it will help them
stick to the plan.
 Check how they are doing by letting them explain something they have just
learnt. It’s a good rule of thumb that if you can follow their explanation then
they will be able to produce a good answer to an exam question on that topic.
 Encourage your son to ask for help at school on any parts of their work they
do not understand.
 Encourage your son to persevere and to work hard in the run-up to the exams.
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Revision Tips











 You can support your son by helping them to follow these tips:
 Plan for half-hour sessions or an hour at most. Any longer and it is likely that
nothing more will sink in. Take a short break in between sessions and have a
glass of water or something similar to drink.
 In the evenings after school, plan to revise one or two subjects only. Leave
some time for relaxation.
 Plan to revise specific topics in each subject, not everything at once.
 Ensure that each session starts with tackling the most difficult bits.
 Plan to cover each subject several times and revisit each one near to the
exams.
 Revising with the TV or radio on or with loud music is not a good idea. Having
their favourite music in the background may help.
 Reading is not generally enough. Making brief notes in either words or
pictures helps them to remember. Make learning active.
 Have all the books they need to hand so they don’t have to go off looking for
information.
 Working with a friend can be useful because it allows them to test each other
and to talk about the work.

During the Exam period

Get a good
night’s
sleep

Try to ensure that:




 Your son gets a good night’s sleep before exams.
 They have all the equipment they need:
o a couple of black pens and sharp pencils;
o a rubber, ruler, protractor and compass;
o a watch.
o a scientific calculator
o a clear pencil case
 They know the start times of every exam that day.
 You wish them well, tell them they have worked hard enough and that they
can only do their best.
 You look forward to seeing them at the end of the day.
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The Importance of attendance
What if things don't go so well?
It isn't the end of the world!




 Talk to the school - sit down with your son & the teacher and go through your
son's books.
 Ask the teacher what can you do to help?
 Look forward and encourage your son to do the same.

Revision Materials
Look at useful websites. The school and libraries have access to the Internet.



 BBC ‘Bitesize’: http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize
 MyMaths — Bringing Maths Alive: http://www.mymaths.co.uk
 Have a look at the materials in bookshops. There are some useful revision
guides on sale at school during parents’ evenings. Please purchase them and
use them with your son.

Attendance Matters
How do you think 90% attendance rate will affect your son’s chances of doing well in
school?
Research suggests that 17 sessions missed from school (approximately one half
day each week), equates to a GCSE grade.

So please make sure your son attends school every day. Remember every lesson
of every day counts! You are always welcome to get in touch with the school if you
would like more help or advice to prepare your son for their GCSE exam.
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The Exam Schedule 2017

To be
released
after
February
Half Term
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Preparing for GCSE’s
10 Top Tips for Parents!















 Boys need a place that’s quiet to do their work
 Keep pens, pencils and calculators handy
 Use a dictionary
 Help them but don’t do their work for them
 Every so often look through their books with them
 Put learning into practice - when you are out shopping,
reading, choosing phone tariffs etc
 Go out and about – learn together and let your son plan
the trip
 Watch TV programmes that have something to do
with school
 Breakfast gives boys energy to learn – make sure they
always have a healthy breakfast e.g. toast / cereal

 Educational games, books and things to do on the
internet make learning fun.
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Preparing for GCSE’s
10 Top Tips for Students!














 Find a place that’s quiet to do your work
 Keep pens, pencils and calculators handy
 Dip into a dictionary
 Ask your mum, dad, brother, sister for help
 Use the philosophy of: work, test and rest
 Watch TV programmes that have something to do
with school
 Breakfast gives you energy to learn – make sure you
always have some breakfast!
 Educational games, books and things to do on the
internet make learning fun
 Do a revision / homework timetable to keep you organised
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Coming Up in 2017
Parent Sessions
 How to help your son revise – (SV & JED – Thursday 29th January)
Revision skills are vital to your son’s chances of success in his GCSE
exams this June. Coming to the UBHS session will help you understand the
tricks and techniques that will help your son achieve GCSE success, from
planning revision timetables to how to answer exam questions.


How to help you son with literacy
(SAR & EB – Thursday 12

th

February)

Literacy is one of the most crucial skills for students to have when they leave
school. This session will show you how you can help your son develop
literacy through small steps and motivation.


How to help you son with numeracy
(AWK & SP – Thursday 26

th

February)

Numeracy, or mathematical literacy, is seen as essential to students’ career
prospects by all major employers. This session will show you how you can
help your son apply the skills and techniques that he has learnt in school to
real-life problems and situations and develop his ability to reason about
practical mathematical problems.


How to motivate your son to study (ASK – Thursday 12th March)
Motivation is critical to your son’s chances of success in his GCSE exams,
whatever his academic ability. This session will give you constructive advice
on how to motivate your son, helping you to encourage your son to do his best
without over-pressurising him.
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How to meet your son’s learning needs
(JB & AWK – Thursday 5

th

February)

There are a variety of educational needs which provide complex challenges
for pupils in reaching their true potential. This session will outline a range of
strategies and approaches that you can use with your son in order to help him
overcome his barriers to learning and make the most of his abilities.




Next steps. The route to school. How does he get
there? (DG – Thursday 26th March)
It has never been more important than now for students to be organised in
how they approach their career and their lives after school. This session will
help show you how your son can make plans for further education and
employment after school so that he can make the most of his opportunities
and have a highly successful career.
All of these sessions will be provided by experts from U about how to help
your son to achieve his full potential in his GCSE’s. The GCSse sessions will
be held in school from 5 – 6 pm. We hope to see you there.
RSVP to Mrs Karim via email - akarim@ubhs.co.uk if you wish to attend one
of these sessions.
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